


AGENDA AGENDA

KRYPTO 4 KIDS GLOBAL LAUNCH: “THE FUTURE OF KRYPTO”
In Partnership with NEM
Our morning session will highlight the best and brightest rising stars of our global 
blockchain community, starting with our very own Krypto Kids! This session will be 
educational/ inspirational. ALL WELCOME! Join Maxim Sindall (17) flying all the way 
from the Sultanate of Oman and Arya Sitara Bhardwaj (7) from Palm Beach Gardens 
are they create a Bitcoin Mining Rig from scratch. We will learn the basics of mining, 
how it works, and how our audience can do this at home :)

KIDS LUNCHEON & ACTIVITY: “WHO WILL LEAD”

COURTYARD LUNCHEON: “BLOCKCHAIN WITHOUT BORDERS”
Featuring Sheila Warren, Head of Blockchain @ The World Economic Forum
Learn about what’s happening in the world of blockchain from one of the best 
blockchain mamma’s we know! Sheila will talk to us about a range of topics ranging 
from blockchain in Emerging Markets, regulations, impact stories where women are 
leading the way across boundaries and the economies that have been transformed as 
a result. We will have experts from various partners around the globe joining us for 
this interactive luncheon so get prepared to expand your mind and the possibilities 
on how we can all create a better future starting today!

SESSION: “TOOLS, TRICKS, AND TIPS FROM THE CRYPTO CHICKS”
Interactive Session & Deep Dive Financial Literacy into the world of CryptoCurrency
Our featured program partner, CRYPTO CHICKS has been leading the way globally 
for educating women about crypto since June 2017 and now has chapters across 
Canada, Bulgaria, Russia, Pakistan, and the Bahamas. We are so delighted to have 
them leading us in a special session in what YOU NEED TO KNOW about this rapidly 
moving space. Basics on wallets, crypto literacy, and the tools you need to get 
started and what you need to know about the fast moving realm of digital money.

SESSION: “LAUNCH YOUR OWN ICO - CREATE YOUR OWN COIN” 
With Zarah Tinholt
For those of you hands on learners, this session is specially designed for YOU! We 
will also teach you the basics of KYC/AML and why this is ever so critical in the world 
of cryptocurrency. Special commentary for our experts who have invested in ICO’s, 
what makes them special, DO’s & DON’T and anything else you may want to know! 
There are a number of women who are leaders in this space who will be joining us 
to share their special insights and you will have plenty of time to learn more over the 
course of the next few days and of course, over our SPECIAL WELCOME DINNER for 
all attendees!!

WELCOME DINNER & TRIBUTE TO WOMEN IN BLOCKCHAIN & CRYPTO
Dinner for all attendees in The Loft Restaurant 
Main conference sponsors & partners will be invited to join us for this special evening 
celebrating the BEST of US in Blockchain! The women who make it happen & the 
men who have supported us along the way. We know who YOU are and WE CAN’T 
WAIT to share more about your great work through all of our global social media 
channels. Bring your mobile devices, we certainly will and have lots of coverage on 
all of you who are making this industry more BEAUTIFUL for sure!!

10:30am - 12:00pm 4:00pm - 5:30pm

10:00am - 11:00am

11:00am - 12:30pm

12:30pm - 1:30pm

2:00pm - 2:45pm

2:45pm - 3:15pm

3:15pm - 4:00pm

4:00pm - 5:00pm

5:00pm - 5:30pm

5:30pm - 8:30pm

12:00pm - 2:00pm

2:30pm - 3:45pm

4:15pm - 6:30pm

7:15pm - 9:30pm

ACTIVITY: SUNSET NATURE WALK
For those interested in a nature walk before sunset, we invite you to join us for a 
guided hike at Laguna’s Top of The World Park leaving the hotel at 4:00pm. Children 
are welcome and highly encouraged to join! 

REGISTRATION & NETWORKING Ballroom

PANEL: “CRYPTO REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS & BLOCKCHAIN BASICS FOR 
MAKING BETTER LEGISLATIVE DECISIONS” 
Led by Rachel Payne, Founder of FEM INC & Veronica Reynolds, Women in Blockchain 
- LA Chapter. 
Other Panelists include Dr. Michele Goodwin (Chancellor’s Professor, UCI Law 
School & Dr. Karin Bauer, Executive Director, Berkeley Haas Blockchain Initiative. 

LUNCHEON IN THE COURTYARD

KEYNOTE SPEAKER “CLIMATE CHANGE, BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS, & 
BEYOND”
Featuring Joe Stolte, Full Cycle Fund

COFFEE BREAK

SESSION: “BLOCKCHAIN 2023”
With Alexandra Tinsman, NEM 
What will our world look like 5 years from now and how will the technologies funded 
today serve as the framework for our future?

SESSION: “BLOCKCHAIN FOR IMPACT SPOTLIGHT” 
With select investors & companies with a special focus on UN SDG’S addressing 
poverty alleviation, climate change, and economic prosperity for all by 2030.

CLOSING REMARKS
Anu Bhardwaj

COCKTAILS IN THE LOBBY BAR
Beverly Hills Blockchain Closing Cocktails
Co-hosted by our dearest friends from Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, Santa Monica, 
Malibu, and Orange County.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH, 2018 SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH, 2018

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH, 2018

#BLOCKCHAINONTHEBEACH#BLOCKCHAINONTHEBEACH



KRYPTO FOR KIDS

ARYA SITARA BHARDWAJ, Founder of Krypto for 
Kids has been with Women Investing in Women 
Digital for over 7 years, since its inception. She has 
travelled across Asia, the Middle East, Scandina 
via, The Caribbean, and North America attending 
international conferences and summits. Arya was 
also involved in over 100+ radio productions for 
“Women Investing in Women Girls Radio Show” 
on The State of Women Radio Network that are 
now featured on Voice America Kids, ACAST, and 
iTunes. Moreover, she was the youngest participant 
last year in the Code-a-Bot: AI and Robotics 
Summer Camp with ID Tech at the University of 
California Irvine where she learned how to program 
her own Cozmo. Arya is a ballerina/hip-hop 
dancer, crypto enthusiast, chess player (somewhat 
competitively), enjoys Nintendo Switch, surfing, 
and is a black diamond, downhill skier when not 
being a super funny second grader. 

RIDER TINSMAN is an 8th grader from Austin Texas. His 
interests include reading, strategy games, history, and 
Brazilian jiu jitsu. He also built his own PC for running Oculus 
virtual reality. He got involved with blockchain technology 
about a year ago.

MAXIM SINDALL is a 16 year-old digital nomad 
from Toronto living in the Sultanate of Oman. He 
is currently a 12th grader in Think Global School 
supported by Sir Richard Branson, where every 
term is held in a different country. For almost 
a decade, Max has been an aspiring Youtube 
influencer, exploring cryptocurrency and mining, 
while building a foundation for understanding 
how to build and create computers through 
LEGO. When not traveling, Max enjoys acting in 
plays and musicals and hopes to study Industrial 
Engineering soon! 

MADELINE PARK Is from Los Angeles, California. She is part 
of a gifted program at a all girls middle school that focuses on 
science, technology, engineering and math. She is currently 
enrolled in a Korean language program and enjoys learning 
about her heritage.   In her free time she enjoys reading, 
gaming, singing and spending time with her dog Penny.

DEKLAN PRICE, 7 years old, loves all things tech and 
wants to be a video game designer when he grows up. 
He has started learning to code in Scratch and has made 
some Minecraft mods. Deklan is learning the basics of 
cryptocurrency.

KRYPTO FOR KIDS

LEIGHTON BRECHTEL is a 9-year-old STEM and 
coding enthusiast. Leighton studied programming 
at USC Department of Computer Science’s CS@
SC, and server building through STAR’s Minecraft 
Academy program. In her free time she enjoys 
drama and theatre classes, making iMovies, and 
playing SIMS and Minecraft. Leighton’s motto for 
life is “If you must choose between being right or 
being kind, choose kind.”

OLIVER PARK, a native Angeleno, was born on September 2nd  
2010, He belongs to a Korean ethnicity and holds American 
citizenship.  He is just 8 years old but has a strong background 
in the voice over entertainment community. He is constantly 
auditioning for roles in commercials and voice over roles.  He 
is very young but extremely motivated to make his mark in the 
entertainment world. Together with his sister Madeline they 
enjoy making YouTube videos and reading books.

#BLOCKCHAINONTHEBEACH#BLOCKCHAINONTHEBEACH

ADDIE TINHOLT manages a Minecraft realm and has 
created Discord chatrooms for her friends. She loves 
roleplay, creating living stories on Episode, coordinating 
games with other players on Roblox, and designing houses 
in virtual communities. Addie aspires to be an architect. She 
first learned about cryptocurrencies by using her dad’s credit 
card to buy Ethereum for CryptoKitties, and programmed 
her own website through a coding bootcamp for girls.

EDEN TINHOLT is an animal lover and math whiz who 
wants to be an engineer when she grows up. As an avid 
chess player, she loves challenging both kids and adults with 
games of strategy and logic. Eden has participated in testing 
for children’s apps and is actively involved in online gaming 
communities. She also loves sports and playing with friends, 
and owns two real cats in addition to her CryptoKitties.

DEVON ROSE PAYNE is a student at Indian Valley 
Elementary School in Walnut Creek, California. Devon 
is the Founding President of the Animal Scooter Club, 
a fashion model for an eponymous label (her mother 
is a Project Runway fashion designer), a YouTube 
creator and an avid player of Minecraft. She has 
attended the AI and Robotics Summer Camp with 
ID Tech at the University of California Irvine and is 
interested in gaming, hacking, robots and animals 
(she has a python, a “Picakeet” parakeet, a dog “Bik-
Wu” and a bearded dragon lizard). 



NATALIYA HEARN (Ph.D. Materials Engineering University of Cambridge) Professor 
turned serial entrepreneur. Founder and CEO of Element 21 (ranked as the fastest 
growing company in Canada run by a woman W100 2009) that brought Scandium 
technology from the former Soviet Union to sports (baseball, golf, lacrosse), electronics, 
and aviation industries. Organized the launch of the golf drive from the International 
Space Station (2006).

Featured in Forbes (June 2010) for developing space age material for Mount Everest 
team with the warmest and thinnest jackets using ZeroLoft insulation material. 
Designed and marketed one of the most popular professional fishing rod lines — Carrot 
Stix. Director of numerous public and private companies including ICOs: Chain of Points 
(loyalty program ICO 2017) and PNIK (asset – colour diamond – based crypto).

SPEAKERS SPEAKERS

MICHELE BRATCHER GOODWIN is a Chancellor’s Professor at the University of 
California, Irvine and founding director of the Center for Biotechnology and Global 
Health Policy. Goodwin is one of the nation’s leading experts on health law, regulation 
and policy. Her scholarship focuses on ethics, markets, access and privacy. Goodwin 
is also faculty in the Stem Cell Research Center; Gender and Sexuality Studies 
Department; Program in Public Health; and the Department of Criminology, Law, & 
Society. 

Goodwin’s scholarship is hailed as “exceptional” in the New England Journal of 
Medicine. She has been featured in Politico, Salon.com, Forbes, The Washington Post, 
The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, Chicago Sun-Times, NPR, 
HBO’s Vice News, and The Chronicle of Higher Education, among others. Trained in 
sociology and anthropology, she has conducted field research in Asia, Africa, Europe 
and the United States. A prolific author, her scholarship is published or forthcoming 
in The Yale Law Journal, Harvard Law Review, Cornell Law Review, NYU Law Review, 
California Law Review, The Georgetown Law Journal, and Northwestern Law Review, 
among others. Goodwin’s publications include five books and over 80 articles, essays 
and book chapters as well as numerous commentaries. She is credited with forging 
new ways of thinking in organ transplant policy and assisted reproductive technologies. 
Civil rights and civil liberties groups praise her scholarship, policy briefings, and amicus 
briefs on reproductive rights as visionary and at the vanguard.

A nationally recognized advocate for civil liberties and civil rights, Goodwin serves on 
the executive committee and national board of the American Civil Liberties Union and is 
an elected member of the American Law Institute. She is also a fellow of the American 
Bar Foundation and chairs the board of Progressive Health Partnership, which provides 
maternal and child healthcare services in Uganda. Goodwin has won national awards for 
excellence in scholarship, outstanding teaching and committed community service. Gov. 
Paul Patton of Kentucky commissioned her as a colonel, the state’s highest title of honor. 
In 2018 she was bestowed the Sandra Day O’Connor Legacy Award by the Women’s 
Journey Foundation. That same year, Goodwin was named teacher of the year by the 
Thurgood Marshall Bar Association. She is a highly sought after voice on civil liberties, 
civil rights, reproductive rights and justice, and cultural politics. Prior to teaching law, 
she was a Gilder-Lehrman Post-Doctoral Fellow at Yale University. 

ANU BHARDWAJ is the founder of SHEQ+, Women INVESTING in Women 
DIGITAL, the world’s largest digital media platform focused on Women & 
Investing with a special focus on Blockchain. Launched in December 2014, WIIW 
Digital includes over 1,000,000+ followers on FaceBook across 120 countries; 
the “Women INVESTING in Women and Girls” Radio show on Voice America 
Kids/Podcast Series on Apple ITUNES, The State of Women Radio Network 
in partnership with Star Worldwide Network, and the WIIW Global Summit & 
Women in Private Equity Roundtable Series, which took place in New York City, 
Stockholm, Johannesburg, San Diego, Scottsdale, Muscat, Singapore, Phoenix, 
Vienna, & Ankara. 

Prior to founding WIIW DIGITAL, Bhardwaj spearheaded the 2010-2013 U.S. 
Department of Commerce Private Equity/Venture Capital Certified Trade 
Missions to the Nordics and Middle East, representing over $175 billion 
USD private-equity and venture-capital interests in collaboration with the 
International Trade Administration, the U.S. Embassies in Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway, Finland, the Royal Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates 
and the Sultanate of Oman. Her client list includes top-tier global private equity, 
venture capital, and fund-of-funds such as Irving Place Capital, Castle Harlan, 
W.L. Ross, Pegasus Advisors, NEA, Tullis Funds, New Leaf Venture Partners, 
CHL Partners, HBG Holdings, 2i Capital, Cubera Private Equity, Bertram Capital, 
Lion Capital, Walden INDIA, Novak Biddle, Alinda Capital, New Atlantic Venture 
Partners, Top Tier Capital, Pantheon, ADIC MENA Partners, Pathway Capital, 
TH Lee, and Veronis Schuler Stevenson. 

Her specialties include international business development for private equity 
professionals, women in private equity, women in philanthropy, high-growth 
women entrepreneurs, Angel Networks/Angel Capital, crowd-funding, 
blockchain, and cryptocurrency initiatives focused on women.

NATALIA AMELINE is a Senior Finance Executive with multi-industry 
experience. Her expertise is in strategic financial planning, decision support, 
operations management and change management. She holds Master’s 
degrees in Computer Science and Business Administration as well as CPA/
CMA accounting designation. She is a co-founder and a Board member 
of CryptoChicks and is inspired by its mission – to grow professional and 
leadership potential of women in blockchain technology through education 
and mentorship. After its launch in July 2017, CryptoChicks transformed itself 
into a global education hub with chapters and educational programs running in 
Canada, US, Pakistan, Russia, Bahamas, and Bulgaria
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STEPHEN MEADE is an American entrepreneur, executive and business founder who 
is passionate about creating companies that make a difference in the world.  He has 
the ability to catapult an idea from pure concept to the creation of a thriving business.  
In the past 20 years, he has created, incubated and architected nine (9) successful 
technology-based companies.  He is a seasoned business leader who frequently 
speaks on the art of networking at executive leadership conferences and the largest 
communities of startup (i.e. executives, entrepreneurs, start-up founders, co-founders, 
students) around the world. In 2005, he founded Big Bamboo, LLC to serve as the 
incubator for ideas that are worth building a team around and bringing to market. He is 
currently the CEO of MonetaPro.IO, which is a FinTech Blockchain company for Global 
Companies to participate in Corporate Trade.  MonetaPro.IO competed in and won the 
Silicon Valley d10e Global ICO contest, which to date was the largest ICO competition 
in the World featuring 32 companies. Mr. Meade is also the CEO of Upper Street 
Marketing (Stock Symbol: UPPR), a boutique public company focused on technology 
around Media, Entertainment, and Influencers.  The first product for UPPR, MagMo 
(which stands for Magazine Moment) is a photo sharing tool for major brands to create 
stories and share it with their existing audience. 

DAVID MOSS is CEO of StrongBlock. He has the distinction of holding two prominent 
roles in the creation of EOS, the decentralized blockchain operating system: as SVP 
of Technology Operations at Block.One leading EOS technology development; and as 
co-leader of the EOS mainnet launch with the worldwide Block Producer community. 
Previously David was the founder of an Enterprise technology consultancy, the founding 
CIO of Edmunds.com, President of an entertainment production company working 
with top international artists, and a consultant for Oracle Corporation.3rd place at d10e 
(Seoul, Korea), 4th place at d10e (San Juan, Puerto Rico), and 2nd place at d10e (Malta).  
Most recently, MonetaPro placed 3rd at CoinAgenda Europe 2018.

SPEAKERSSPEAKERS

RACHEL PAYNE is Founder and CEO of FEM Inc. Rachel Payne started FEM Inc. when 
she realized that there was an enormous opportunity for innovation in entertainment 
using a data-driven approach for their largest global partners, including Sony, Disney, 
NewsCorp and in the entertainment ecosystem to serve to meet a diverse set of user 
needs for better Samsung. Prior to this, Rachel was Head of Industry for Technology, 
running cross-platform media sales teams managing advertising spend from Google’s 
largest technology partners. Rachel serves on the Board of Directors for BRAC USA, 
KCET/LinkTV public media company and CREDO Mobile (Working Assets). Rachel 
earned an MBA in Global Management and Public Management from Stanford 
University and a B.A. with distinction from Smith College. She resides in California.

MARK PRICE is the CEO of Devslopes, a learn to code company that has taught and 
helped over 350,000 people learn to code and obtain new careers in technology. He 
also runs a small blockchain consulting firm named Blockstart. As a veteran engineer 
and technologist, he now spends most of his time advocating and developing upon 
blockchain technologies. Mark and his wife have 6 children and live in Austin Texas. “I’m 
super excited to take part in Krypto for Kids. More than ever before it is important that 
we teach our children about money management and self governance. Cryptocurrency 
brings opportunities and education that have never been available before to youth in a 
world of corporate controlled financial institutions and government-operated systems. 
Cryptocurrency will change the way future generations interact with money and 
programs like Krypto for Kids is how it will happen.”

JOE STOLTE is a serial entrepreneur and early stage technology investor with 
broad experience founding, advising and investing in innovative technology 
companies. Previously Joe was the Chief Operating Officer at Lottery.com where 
he led efforts to create one of the world’s first security token offerings. He is 
currently a General Partner at VIN Prime Capital and an advisor to FullCycle Fund.

VERONICA REYNOLDS is a third-year student at UCLA School of Law, where 
she is currently researching government adoption of blockchain. She Co-
Founded Blockchain at UCLA along with an incredible team of engineering and 
business students, and also co-founded Women in Blockchain, Los Angeles. 
Prior to law school, she worked as the Director of Digital Marketing at Epitaph 
and ANTI- Records. She received her undergraduate degree in 2013 from the 
University of California, Berkeley.

ELENA SINELNIKOVA founded CryptoChicks.ca in July 2017 with the vision 
to empower and inspire women interested in learning about blockchain and 
cryptocurrencies. She managed to involve hundreds of women who became blockchain 
evangelists, blockchain developers, blockchain entrepreneurs themselves. Elena 
developed CryptoChicks into an international hub for women talent in blockchain 
technology with programs in Canada, US, Russia, Pakistan and Bahamas and major 
hackathon events that are supported by Royal Bank of Canada, Deloitte, Microsoft, 
IBM. Elena holds a Master of Computer Science and her specialties are in blockchain, 
cryptocurrencies, application architecture, software design and development.
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TEAMSPEAKERS

ALEXANDRA TINSMAN is the North America lead for NEM and is a member and 
advisor of the NEM Foundation. She created the Inside NEM YouTube series which 
quickly became an official channel of NEM and is now translated into multiple 
languages. Alex brings two decades of software analytics, marketing, and community 
development experience, with a focus on online gaming and digital entertainment. 
She worked on some of the world’s first digital tradable assets in Pokémon Online and 
Magic: The Gathering Online. She also led launches for League of Legends, the world’s 
number one grossing PC game, as well as product launches for Xbox and Raptr, a game 
data analytics startup.

SHEILA WARREN is Head of Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology at 
the World Economic Forum. She began her career as a Wall Street attorney before 
turning to philanthropy and nonprofit tech over a decade ago. She has represented 
banks, philanthropists, and progressive non-profits, and she most recently served 
as the VP of Strategic Alliances and General Counsel of TechSoup, the global social 
enterprise that has connected civil society organizations around the world with over 
$9B in donated tech-based resources. Sheila previously designed and launched 
NGOsource, a groundbreaking service focused on international grantmaking, and 
created a blockchain-backed registry for non-profit organizations around the world. 
Sheila is a graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Law School. She currently serves 
on the Board of the ACLU of Northern California.

NIKI WILLIAMS has worked in both entertainment and the non-profit sector for 
over fifteen years. Her experience includes working alongside such visionaries 
as Debbie Allen, Jared Hess, Tom McGrath and PJ Hogan to create mass 
market film content. She comes to ConsenSys as a storyteller with a focus on 
Blockchain’s ability to improve the lives of all humans.

ZARAH TINHOLT’s leadership experience has spanned international media, technology, 
politics, philanthropy, and social enterprise. As Vice President at iComply Investor 
Services, which leads the global compliance sector for digital finance and crypto-assets, 
she is also passionate about economic development, financial inclusion, and education. 
Zarah leads partnerships at Blockchain For Impact (serving the UN’s Blockchain 
Commission for Sustainable Development) and is an advisor to several blockchain 
companies. She also sits on the Board of Directors at Refugees Matter Society. 

ERIKA BRECHTEL As seen in SELF 
magazine, on the cover of OC Family 
Magazine, on Huffington Post, PopSugar, 
HGTV and Refinery29, Erika Brechtel is a 
branding strategist, designer, non-profit 
board member, and author, developing 
unique identities for international lifestyle 
clients for the past 16 years. Erika 
contributes hosted content and interviews, 
leads branding workshops, and speaks for 
Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO), Inc.com, 
LA Business Journal Women’s Summit, 
Women Founders Network, UCLA Anderson 
School of Management, Fabletics and 
Bumble Bizz. Erika is Co-Founder of Orange 
& Bergamot, and author of The Little Brand 
Book. Erika lives in Pacific Palisades with her 
9-year-old daughter Leighton.

KURT KUMAR is a Business Architect, entrepreneur and process 
transformation specialist with proven ability in bringing to life custom 
enterprise strength applications with features/functions and agility 
that cannot be matched by big firms. In the fiat world, he lead 
guerilla teams to meet business objectives on large-scale projects at 
Universal, Sony, DTV, Warner, Fox, Allianz, ESRI et al. In the Crypto 
world, he does Token Sales orchestrations & helps shrink time it takes 
from start to finish. He also runs the Los Angeles Blockchain meetup, 
BLOCKCON, BLOCK2TheFuture and MARRIAGECON.

MARCO ROMERO is Project Manager at [CACH] Creative Agency 
Chicago and has worked alongside powerful women in the 
nonprofit sector, acting as visual manager for The World Women 
Report (Digital Magazine), Electronic Press Kits, #IAMVESTED 
Campaign, thestateofwomen.org, digital campaigns for The State 
Of Women and Women Investing in Women, qryptoqueens.com, 
and other visuals for Blockchain On The Beach Summit.

GINA KIM-PARK created The  Mille Fiori 
Studio 16 years ago and continues to create 
memorable events with her fabulous team. 
Today, her work is sought after both nationally 
and internationally. Design installations in 
Miami, Korea, and New York City  have proven 
that the language of Gina’s art is universal. In 
2015, she started an international endeavor 
and created a pop up series called Creacion, 
an interactive and immersive workshop and 
lifestyle experiences through technology. She 
launched the Creacion series in The US, Europe 
and Asia in 2016. Creación is now available in 
Los Angeles, Seoul, Beijing, Shanghai, London. 
She will also  open in Vietnam and Japan 2019.

Mompreneur, KELLEY LEE GIN is a long time entrepreneur, full time 
mom to two young girls, and founder of Kinada Events for Kids and 
Kinada Events Corporate. Her expertise is in strategic planning, 
customer experience, and design. Kelley’s drive and passion for 
events lead her to produce Tween event, “Make A Mark” focusing 
on empowering Tweens who are entering their teenage years with 
educating them on body image and self-esteem. Kelley and her 
companies were featured in numerous publications such as Glamour 
Magazine, Huffington Post, and online outlets.
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